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“I’m interested in graphic design, because that’s what I do, and 

the world of graphic design fascinates me like all subcultures 

fascinate me, which is part of my interest...I study subculture. And 

I try to interpret their visual language. Design culture is just 

another subculture.”

                                                                – Art Chantry



How often do you incorporate happy accidents into your design?

“Constantly. That is where ideas come from. New ways, unexpected ways, surprising ways 

things interact are a constant source of wonder for all of us. We can’t control everything we 

touch, so we need to take delight in what is possible, even by accident.”





“Good design is a language, you want to read meaning into this stuff. “





“An old surrealist trick was to take images that had no business being together and plopping them 

into the same image in different styles, and your mind wants to make associations. And design uses 

that all the time.“





“ The other thing is that you really need to be able to articulate your ideas in this world, otherwise 

your impact is going to fade. The genius of instinct, and people who just have brilliant eyes is a 

fading phenomenon. You make instant impact, and everybody copies, and then because you can't 

figure out what it is you're doing, you end up getting lost in the crowd.”







A lot of your work seems to have a dark counter-culture, and sometimes warped sense of wit. 

How deep do you expect the observer to read into your work?

”I’m fascinated by the visual language forms developed by subculture groups to speak privately 

among themselves — it's a way of self definition. These visual language forms are invariably 

eventually absorbed into mainstream culture, sometimes with the ideas intact, sometimes altered. 

This is a primary source of fascination in the language I love. I constantly discover whole new 

worlds to explore and keep learning. I’m never bored with what I do.

Since these subcultural languages are originally a private language (example - psychedelic posters 

were difficult to read and shockingly strange to behold in order to scare away the mainstream and 

attract like-minded people to those music events), it only follows that, as the subcultural language 

is absorbed into mainstream, that those ideas presented will at first be foreign to the mainstream. 

In time, those ideas become cultural clichés that everyone understands, thus destroying that 

secretiveness. You will see this in my work as it ages over a period of time (the 'darkness' and 

'warped wit' will dissipate). It’s part of my learning process to constantly absorb these different 

visual language 'accents' and 'slangs' into my vocabulary. It’s how culture progresses. It’s total 

involvement in graphic design as a cultural language.”





Jeff Kleinsmith

“I kind of operate with the idea that if it's attractive, 

interesting, and looks different from what else is out 

there, then it's going to draw you in.”

                                                     Jeff Kleinsmith











“Posters influence the way people perceive the bands and their music. As an 

art director I work with young bands who don’t really have a good sense of 

who they are yet. They throw out ideas for CD cover art without thinking 

about the entire look and feel that they’re trying to present. I help to try to 

form the visual style of the band through the design.”







Leia Bell
My high school art teacher ran his own printing business before 
switching to public schools, so he set up his old screen printing 
equipment in the classroom. I was hooked by the time I was about 
fifteen. I started printing t-shirts for friends’ bands, covering my 
parents’ driveway with drying shirts. I would also make Xerox flyers 
for punk shows in my home town. It was all cut-and-paste style
— I didn’t have a computer. 

                                                              – Leia Bell













Tara McPherson
1976 -

“ Well I’ve always been interested in art, I just didn’t 
  realize until I started college that I could realistically 
  make a living doing it.”

                                                     – Tara McPherson







Her advice:

“Work hard and don't force a style. Let it happen naturally and then it will 

be individual. Don't let your influences dominate too much. You have to 

love it to death or it simply won't happen for you. It also helps to know 

people in the industry you want to go into. They'll be the ones to give you 

your first breaks into the field.”







Her final piece of advice:

“Procrastination is certain death! Meet your deadlines!”







The take-away:
– Establish a hierarchy of information and then emphasize that hierarchy visually using type
   size, weight, grouping and placement.

– Because there usually is not a lot of information found on posters, each element from type 
   to color to image and composition is crucial and has to be well thought out. 

– Your work can still look spontaneous even though it is structured.

– Cropping, textures, hand rendered typography are some tactics that can
   be utilized if it works with your concept.

– Simplifying and stylizing imagery can achieve a more universal look.

– You could use unconventional sized posters and/or create your own borders 
   to change the appearance of a standard sized poster.

– A hand made approach utilizing any medium from silkscreen, letterpress, painting and 
   collage-art are all possible options instead of or in conjunction with using a computer.  

– Be open to be influenced by and inspired by art, comics, music or by personal interests,
   hobbies, or collections.

– Find your own style as opposed to mimicking someone else’s style. Your work will be 
   more memorable than if you tried to copy someone else’s.


